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Our study offers a quantitative framework for microbial-induced calcium carbonate
precipitation (MICP) to uplift the properties of recycled aggregate concrete (RAC). In
this regard, a marine alkalophilic bacterium Bacillus sp. B6 was employed, and its
growth and mineralization efficiency under seawater conditions was investigated.
Optimization of MICP was achieved with different nutrient sources and bacterial
introduction methods (dip and spray). The efficiency of treated recycled aggregates
(RA) was determined by using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy
dispersive X-ray (EDX) in combination with basic technologies of density
improvement and water absorption. The results show that the optimal nutrient
sources of carbon and nitrogen are glucose (7 g L−1) and tryptone (5 gL−1),
respectively. Spray treated recycled aggregate (RA) is reported to be efficient with
a reduction in water absorption (~19%), and improvement in bulk (~2.4%) and
apparent density (~1.7%). The effectiveness of the MICP treatment process is
confirmed with SEM and EDX observations, indicating the filling of microcracks
with calcium carbonates. As such, the mechanical properties of RAC with spray
treated RA significantly increase by up to ~24% in compressive strength as compared
to the control treatment. Current findings will help revitalize the construction
industry by utilizing the MICP-treated RA and minimizing the load on natural
aggregates.
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1 Introduction

The construction industry makes a significant contribution to waste material production i.e.
1.3 billion tonnes per year (Ghaffar et al., 2020) and CO2 emissions of up to 60% (Müller et al.,
2013). It is estimated that around 70% of the human population will be in urban areas by
2050 and construction waste will increase to 2.2 billion tonnes by 2025 (Environment, 2018).
Concrete is the major pillar of the modern construction industry, and demand for concrete is
ever-growing, reaching up to 30 billion tons per year globally (Monteiro et al., 2017).
Additionally, developing countries are financing huge in building concrete infrastructures
and per capita production of concrete is higher than any other construction material. On the
other hand, developed countries face the challenge of refurnishing or upgrading aged
infrastructures (Monteiro et al., 2017). In this regard, investigation on minimizing the
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carbon footprints, reuse of construction waste, developing sustainable
construction materials (Melton, 2022), and evaluating the
consequences of construction waste on the environment (Zhao
et al., 2020) is the prime focus in the construction industry.

Globally, natural aggregates (NA) consumption was 48.3 billion
tons in 2015, and the demand is increasing by 1% per year (The
Freedonia Group, 2019). Furthermore, it also has been predicted that
the NA demand in the coming two or three decades will be doubled
due to the current increasing rate of concrete production. An effective
way to combat the depletion of NA would be choosing alternative
construction material with construction and demolition (C&D) waste
without sacrificing the performance of concrete (Zhao et al., 2020).
Mistri et al. (2020) reported that around 40% of total municipal solid
waste comes from C&D, which has been a serious problem for the
environment and living biota. Generally, C&D waste materials
disposed of in landfills cover huge land areas (Xiao, 2018) and
contaminate soil and water resources. Apparently, converting C&D
wastes into sustainable construction material will reduce the growing
stress on NA resources, (Mukharjee and Barai, 2014), landfill area, soil
and water contamination (Wang B. et al., 2021; Mistri et al., 2021).

The quality of recycled aggregate (RA) is based on the sources of
involved materials (Kou and Poon, 2015) and their characteristics
(Mistri et al., 2019). In addition, attached mortar (AM) on the surface
of RA is weaker and more porous as compared to the old parent rock
(Behera et al., 2014). Moreover, RA has notably high water absorption
(around 3%–12%) as opposed to NA (<1%), which ultimately affects
the hardened and fresh properties of recycled aggregate concrete
(RAC) (Khan et al., 2018). Micro-pores and micro-cracks on RA
result in weak interfacial properties (Kisku et al., 2017). It is found that
RAC with 100% RA has 30% less compressive strength as compared to
natural aggregate concrete (Pradhan et al., 2017). Most RAC
originating from C&D waste material generally have lower grades
as they already serve their services. Thus, pre-processing and proper
characterization are imperative to achieve better quality RAC.

Recent research found that RAC can be strengthened cost-
effectively and environmentally friendly manner without the
removal of AM (Wang et al., 2017; Zeng et al., 2019; Ouyang et al.,
2022). Strengthening AM fills the micro-cracks and pores of RAC,
which leads to improvements in mechanical properties and less water
absorption (Kaur et al., 2020). The application of microbial-induced
calcium carbonate precipitation (MICP) by the bio-mineralization
process has emerged as a highly effective and innovative method in
improving the properties related to concrete infrastructure (Wang
et al., 2017; Cao et al., 2018; 2020; Joshi et al., 2019; Zhan et al., 2019;
Feng et al., 2020). This methodology is also called bio-deposition, as
bacteria are used on the surface or inside the concrete structure to
precipitate the CaCO3 through the bio-mineralization process. The
basic principle of the bio-mineralization process is that the bacterial
vegetative cells produce CO3

2− via a series of metabolic processes, and
at the end CO3

2− reacts with Ca2+ to produce CaCO3 precipitation as
shown in Eq. 1. Furthermore, it is important to assure the viability of
bacterial spores (Huang et al., 2022).

Ca2+ + CO2−
3 → CaCO3 (1)

Recently, some researchers have tried to apply MICP to improve RA
properties. Several scientists (Lu et al., 2022; Ouyang et al., 2022)
investigated RA modification by applying MICP, and their results

confirmed the effectiveness and feasibility of microbial modification.
Wang et al. (2017) applied MICP and found that water absorption of
RAC for 6–8 mm aggregate range was improved by 14.5%, while a 13.9%
increase was observed for the 12–16 mm aggregate range. This water
absorption improvement could be due to calcite precipitation induced by
bacteria inside the RAC pores. However, overall MICP efficiency on RAC
is dependent on many factors, including types of cementitious media,
bacterial culture concentration, method of application (i.e. spraying or
immersion), environmental conditions, aggregates size, etc.

The long-term durability concerns have limited the use of RA in
concrete structures. However, RAC is an emerging topic in the
construction industry due to the depletion of NA resources and the
rapid increase in construction waste (Beattie et al., 2022; Rosa et al.,
2022). So far, there is no detailed research and mechanistic
understanding of improving RA strength by MICP and its
application in RAC under seawater conditions. Previously, the
majority of studies aiming at improving RA properties using MICP
techniques were supplemented with additional calcium sources which
compromise the economic viability of RAC (Wu et al., 2018; Zeng
et al., 2019; Zhan et al., 2019; Feng et al., 2020). Moreover, those
studies only investigated the effect of MICP on RA via dip or
immersion method that was particularly made for laboratory-based
bio-deposition.

To the best of our knowledge, no study has been conducted so far
on the commercial generation of RAC with MICP that can be applied
for to the construction of infrastructure in seawater. Therefore, this
study was designed for the effective application of MICP in the
modification of RA and production of sustainable RAC for the
marine environment. In this regard, a marine alkalophilic
bacterium Bacillus sp. B6 which was isolated previously and
stored in our lab was employed, and its growth and
mineralization efficiency under seawater conditions was
investigated and optimized. Modification of RA was carried out
by applying MICP under the proposed growth conditions and
various exposure methods (dip and spray) were applied for
introducing MICP on RA, and the efficiency of RA was visualized
by using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive
X-ray (EDX) in combination with basic technologies of density
improvement and water absorption. Finally, the modified RA was
used to develop the concrete specimen and its compressive strength
was tested. The compressive strength and micro properties of the
RAC were observed to predict the MICP mechanism. Our results
form the basis for optimizing the culturing condition and identifying
the feasibility of using RA with spray treatment to enhance theMICP.
The current study provides novel and valuable information for
our mechanistic understanding and improved properties of RA
and RAC. The developed method is expected to boost RA
utilization in the concrete industry, leading toward the sustainable
construction era.

2 Experimental program

2.1 Recycled aggregates

The RAs used in this work were recycled aggregates
obtained from a demolished building waste landfill site in
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Shenzhen, China and shown in Figure 1. RAs were divided into
two particle sizes, i.e. 5–10 mm and 10–20 mm. A constant weight
of RA was achieved by drying at 80°C and repeatedly cleaning with
tap water to remove the impurities.

2.2 Bacterial strain and optimum cultivation

Bacillus sp. B6, which was screened from the coastal sediments of
mangrove forests in Futian, Shenzhen, and recognized as alkalophilic

FIGURE 1
Visualization of recycled aggregates used in our experiment.

FIGURE 2
Schematic illustration of experimental procedures (A)Optimization of bacterial growth under different sources of carbon and nitrogen (B) Bio deposition
of recycled aggregates via dip and spray treatments (C) SEM-EDX analysis of treated aggregates, formation of the concrete specimen and testing of flexural
strength.
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Bacillus, was used in this study. The optimum condition for culture
growth was obtained via various carbon and nitrogen sources, later
best source of carbon and nitrogen was further applied to detect their
suitable concentration for bacterial growth. The bio-deposition
treatments on RA were selected on the basis of best-grown culture.
Figure 2 shows the overall schematic illustration of the experimental
procedure adopted for this study.

2.3 Seawater mineralization solution

The composition of the seawater mineralization solution is
shown in Table 1. The pH of the solution was adjusted to 10.5 by
NaOH to provide an alkaline environment for microbial
mineralization and deposition.

Artificial sea water solution A (ASW-A) and artificial sea water
solution B (ASW-B) solution refer to basic seawater mineralization

medium and their composition is provided below in Table 2 and
Table 3.

2.4 Bacterial deposition treatment on RA

RAs were treated by using two methods, i.e. dip and spray
treatments. In dip treatment, RAs were soaked in seawater
mineralization solution containing B6 at a concentration of 1 ×
108 cells mL−1. The blank treatment group contains only deionized
water without the addition of bacteria, the nutrient group contains
nutrient solution without bacteria, and the mixed group contains
both bacteria and nutrient solution. The soaking time for dip
treatment was 20 days, and the ambient temperature was 27°C.
For spraying treatment, RAs were firstly soaked in seawater
mineralization solution containing B6 for 120 min to allow
B6 cells to stick to the surface of RA. After that, RAs were taken
out and sprayed with the same mineralization culture solution
every 12 h. The spray time was 20 days and the ambient
temperature was controlled at 27 C. Further information
regarding experimental treatments for both dip and spray
methods is provided in Table 4.

2.5 Effect of bacterial deposition

The treatment efficiency was quantified regarding water
absorption, bulk density, and apparent density. High-resolution
SEM-EDX analysis of RA under different treatment methods was
performed to show the precipitation for filling of pores and cracks in
RA and change in their elemental composition.

2.5.1 Water absorption
Both treatments and all three groups were subjected to water

absorption test. Water absorption refers to the percentage of weight of
water in the saturated state of RA to the weight of RA in the state of net
dry weight. The experiment was carried out in accordance with the
relevant regulations in “Recycled Coarse Aggregate for Concrete” (GB/T
25,177-2010). A portion of cleaned and dried RA (about 500 g) was placed
in a white square box and soaked in water. The water surface should be
about 5 mm higher than the surface of the RA sample. After soaking for
24 h, take it out of the box, and dry the surface of the aggregate by air
blower to achieve saturated surface dry state. The mass was immediately
weighed, recorded as G1. Then the sample was placed in a blast drying
oven with a temperature of 105 C to dry to constant weight, which is the
aggregate in the state of net dry weight. The sample was weighed after
cooling to room temperature, recorded as G2. All the measurement was
repeated three times. Water absorption rate is determined based on
following formula as shown in Eq. 2.

TABLE 1 Composition of sea water environment.

Reagents Composition Quantity

A tryptone 5 g

glucose 7 g

KH2PO4 1 mL

ASW-A solution 652 mL

B ASW-B solution 197 mL

C CAPS 22.13 g

Deionized water 150 mL

TABLE 2 Composition of ASW-A solution.

Reagents Quantity

NaCl 29.9076 g

Na2SO4 5.01 g

KCl 0.8462 g

NaHCO3 0.245 g

KBr 0.1224 g

H3BO3 0.0324 g

NaF 0.0038 g

Deionized water 1,000 mL

TABLE 3 Composition of ASW-B solution.

Reagents Concentration

MgCl2·6H2O 2.2984 g

CaCl2·2H2O 0.4457 g

SrCl2·6H20 0.0388 g

Deionized water 1,000 mL

TABLE 4 Treatment design of experiment.

Treatment Dip Spray

Blank Deionized water Deionized water

Nutrient Nutrient solution Nutrient solution

Mixed Nutrient solution + Bacteria Nutrient solution + Bacteria
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Water absorption rate � G1 − G2( )/G2 × 100 (2)

2.5.2 Bulk density
Bulk density refers to the mass of recycled aggregate per unit

volume in the bulk state. The experiment was carried out according to
the relevant regulation in “Recycled Coarse Aggregates for Concrete”
(GB/T 25,177-2010). Cleaned and dried RA was poured evenly into a
500 mL volumetric cylinder, assuring aggregates were fallen naturally
without touching the volumetric cylinder. After the cylinder was full, it
was weighed and its mass and recorded as mt. Then the mass of the
volume cylinder was weighed out and recorded as mv. The bulk
density is measured based on the following formula as shown in Eq. 3,
where V is the volume of the cylinder.

Bulk density kg/m3( ) � mt −mv( )/V (3)

2.5.3 Apparent density
Apparent density refers to the mass per unit volume of recycled

aggregate after the voids in the container and aggregate are removed.
The cleaned and dried recycled aggregate was soaked into a 500 mL
volumetric cylinder and shaken to remove air bubbles. After the
bubbles were drained, water was poured into the volumetric

cylinder and the apparent density was measured based on the
relevant regulations described in “Recycled Coarse Aggregate for
Concrete” (GB/T 25,177-2010).

2.5.4 Characterization of the biogenic
precipitation

The morphology of the precipitates on the surface of the
aggregates was investigated by use of a scanning electron
microscope (SEM, JEOL JSM-7600F). Coating of dry samples
with carbon layer was done before the examination.
Furthermore, EDX measurement was also performed to double
check the chemical composition of particles that were present on
aggregate surface.

2.6 Production of RAC

Ordinary Portland cement (P.O. 42.5) produced by Fenyi Conch
Cement Co., Ltd and China ISO standard sand provided by Xiamen
Aisio Co., Ltd. were used to produce the concrete specimen. The
MICP-treated RAs were deployed into RAC test blocks, and the size of

TABLE 5 Mix proportion of RAC.

Cement water ratio Cement (g) Water (g) Sand (g) RA (g)

0.5 538 274.3 576 1,070

FIGURE 3
Detection of nutrient sources (A) different sources of carbon (B) different levels of glucose (C) different sources of nitrogen and (D) different levels of
tryptone, at different time interval.
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the test block was kept 10 cm × 10 cm × 10 cm. A total of 9 different
types of RAC were prepared, each of which was set up in three parallel
groups. The changes in mechanical properties were observed by
comparing the compressive strength of the test block types treated
in different ways. The material used in the formulation of RAC is
provided in Table 5.

2.6.1 Compressive strength of RAC
Compressive strength refers to the maximum pressure that the

recycled concrete can withstand per unit area. The experiment was
carried out with reference to the “Inspection Method of
Cement Mortar Strength” (GB/T 17671-1999), with the
following steps. Remove the test block from the curing room

and clean the surface. Place the test block on the table of the
pressure testing machine, and align the center intersection of the
concrete with the center of the ball axis of the lower table. Adjust
the upper plate to about 2 cm away from the test block. Adjust the
loading speed of the press on the system to 0.5 MPa–0.8 MPa. Start
the press, when the test block begins to approach failure and begins
to deform rapidly, the system will stop pressurizing on its own, and
record the failure load FC, accurate to 1 kN, based on following
formula as shown in Eq. 4.

RC � FC/A (4)
RC is the compressive strength (MPa), FC is the maximum load

(N) at failure and A is the area of the pressed part in mm2.

FIGURE 4
SEM-EDX images of RA exposed to blank (deionized water only), nutrient (nutrient solution only) and mixed group (nutrient solution + B6): (A) presents
the dip treatment and (B) presents the spray treatments.
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2.7 Statistical analysis

All the experiments were performed in triplicates. The data were
analyzed by analysis of variance (ANOVA) and the means were
compared by Tukey’s test (p < 0.05) using the GraphPad Prism
software (version 5.0). Error bars on each graph show the standard
deviation.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Effects of nutrient sources on optimal
bacterial growth

Microbes play a major role in mineralization and precipitation
through different metabolic activities involving various pathways
in the presence of specific organic and/or inorganic nutrients in the
surrounding environment (Garg et al., 2022). Almost all the
microbes in the natural environment are able to induce the
mineralization process, however, their efficiency of
mineralization differs. In our previous work, we screened a
marine bacterium Bacillus sp. B6 from the coastal sediments of
mangrove forests and evaluated its calcium precipitation activity
(CPA). Our result disclosed that B6 possesses high CPA, higher
than most of the reported mineralization strains, indicating the
potential for self-healing of concrete damage and modification of
RA (Zhang et al., 2019).

On the other hand, even if one kind of bacterial strain has
strong CPA, the quantity of bacterial cells is also a crucial
influential factor for the effective modification of RA. In this
regard, we identified the best source and optimal concentration
of carbon (Figure 3A, B) and nitrogen (Figure 3C, D) nutrients for
the growth of B6 bacterium in the seawater environment. Six
sugars (glucose, maltose, fructose, mannose, sucrose soluble
starch) and two organic acid salts (sodium formate and sodium
L-lactate) were used as carbon sources to explore the effects of
different carbon sources on the growth of B6 as shown in
Figure 3A. It was found that the plateau OD600 values of

mannose and sodium formate were the lowest. Additionally,
L-sodium lactate had little effect on the growth of B6. The
OD600 values of sucrose, soluble starch, maltose, fructose, and
glucose in the plateau phase were relatively higher, indicating that
the growth of vegetative cells was promoted to a certain extent.
Among them, the OD600 value of glucose was the highest, reaching
up to 0.33, and the lag period of glucose was also the shortest
among the carbon sources. Therefore, glucose was identified as the
dominant carbon source in B6 mineralized growth cultures.
Furthermore, we tested the role of glucose on bacterial culture
at different concentrations as shown in Figure 3B. We found that
when glucose concentration is higher than 5 gL-1, the growth of
vegetative cells is relatively vigorous. With the further increase of
concentration, the OD600 value of the plateau phase is in the range
of 0.52–0.53, and the difference is not large. In order to save costs,
the glucose concentration at 7 gL-1 is found to be the dominant
carbon source concentration.

Similarly, we tested the effects of three organic nitrogen
sources, yeast powder, tryptone, and urea, and four inorganic
nitrogen sources including sodium nitrate, ammonium nitrate,
ammonium chloride, and arginine, on the growth cycle of B6.
Among them, tryptone was the best nitrogen source, and the OD600

value in the plateau phase was 0.47. As such, tryptone was chosen as
the nitrogen source for the mineralization and growth of the
B6 bacteria. Later, we applied different tryptone concentrations
to isolate the optimum level of tryptone for B6 bacterial growth. A
concentration level of 5 gL-1 was chosen as an effective tryptone
concentration of nitrogen source.

Carbon and nitrogen sources are critical factors controlling the
growth and CaCO3 precipitation (Zhang et al., 2019). CO3

2− in
CaCO3 originates from enzymes and the synthesis of these
enzymes depends on carbon and nitrogen metabolism (Bergh
et al., 2020). Furthermore, carbon and nitrogen metabolism are
interconnected, requiring shared functioning between these
elements. The increase in the growth of bacteria increases the
probability of mineralization to a certain extent, and maintaining a
high cell number contributes to a high rate of mineralization
deposition (Zhang et al., 2017). The rapid bacterial growth and
reproduction of bacterial cells mean that bacteria synthesize a
large number of intermediate metabolites with carbon/nitrogen
sources by cellular respiration, so cellular respiration is strong,
which helps to generate energy (Zhang et al., 2016a). Cell
metabolism entails energy, and metabolism enhancement helps
bacteria produce calcium carbonate as a metabolite and
consequently improves the overall efficiency of mineralization
(Zhang et al., 2016b; Seifan et al., 2018).

3.2 Evaluation of treatment method for bio
deposition

3.2.1 Visualization of microbial deposition and
characterization

The microstructure of RA treated with/without bacteria under
different methods is shown in Figure 4. As shown in Figures 4A,B,
the surface of RA treated in the mixed group was covered with a lot
of particles from the dip and spray treatments, and the density of
precipitates in the spraying group is higher than that in the dip
group, almost covering the whole scanning area. However, the

FIGURE 5
High resolution SEM microscopic morphology showing traces of
bacterial cell.
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cracks and pores of RA in the nutrient group were only partially
filled with a little substance no matter what treatment method was
applied. Compared with the mixed group, almost no precipitation
was observed on the surface of RA in the blank group. These results
may suggest the contribution of bacteria in substance precipitation.
The formation of precipitates in the nutrient group may also be due
to certain unexpected bacteria as all the mineralization process in
our experiment was not sterile cultivation. Moreover, the EDX
analysis in Figure 4 disclosed that the main elements of the
precipitates in the mixed group are C, O, and Ca, and the mass
ratio of each element is close to 3:12:10.

Combined with the higher resolution SEM microscopic
morphology result in Figure 5, it can be inferred that the

precipitate is calcium carbonate in calcite type. In addition, it
can be noted that the contribution of B6 in the production of
calcium carbonate can be further confirmed by the trace of bacterial
cells, which is clearly visible and marked with a red circle in
Figure 5.

3.2.2 Microbial community with nutrients modestly
improves the duration indexes

The dense calcium carbonate layer on the surface of RA has a
positive impact on improving the physical properties of RA and
RAC. Herein, we evaluated the response of different duration
indexes such as water absorption, bulk density, apparent density
exposed to dip and spray treatment. Figure 6 shows the water

FIGURE 6
Effect of dip and spray treatment on water absorption, bulk density and apparent density. For all the samples, “JP” presents dip treatment, “PL”
presents spray treatment. The last letter S, Y, and J presents blank (distilled water only), nutrient (nutrient solution only) and mixed (nutrient + B6)
group, respectively. 5–10 and 10–20 are the size of recycled aggregates in millimeter (mm). The color of bar presents before and after treatment for
blue and red, respectively.
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absorption, bulk density and apparent density of RA before and
after microbial modification in different treatment groups. For RA
with diameter size 5–10 mm in the mixed group, the decline in
water absorption was recoded ~11% for dip treatment and ~19%
for spray treatment. No significant reduction in water absorption
was observed with the increase in size of RA (diameter size
10–20 mm) with dip treatment. Moreover, it can be seen that in
the absence of B6, no visible change of water absorption of RA was
achieved under any treatment. Therefore, the reduction in water
absorption of treated RA can be due to the presence of the MICP
that plugged the microcracks (Zeng et al., 2019). Previously, Wu
et al. (2018) adopted the bacterial respiration technique to produce
calcium carbonate precipitation and reported a decline in water
absorption of RA by 10, 13, and 23% for particle sizes of 20, 10, and
5 mm, respectively. This can be associated with the increase in
micro-hardness of the interfacial transition zone of RA after
microbial treatment. It was possible to obtain a reduction in
water absorption of aggregate (Qiu et al., 2014), and the effect
would be more visible in the case of RA with small size originating
from inferior quality concrete.

In addition, the effect of MICP treatment on the bulk and
apparent density of RA in different groups is similar to that on
water absorption as shown in Figure 6. Compared with the blank
group, the bulk density of the mixed group for dip treatment was
~1.7% and 2.4% increase for spray treatment in case of RA diameter
size range 5–10 mm. Similarly, the increase in apparent density was

recorded after treatment for RA (diameter size 5–10 mm) ~1.5% in
the case of the mixed group for dip treatment and ~1.7% for spray
treatment. Singh et al. (2018) investigated the modification effect of
ureolytic/non-ureolytic bacteria on the interfacial transition zone
of RA and reported the increase in bulk density of microbial-
treated aggregates, which is in line with our experiment. The dense
calcium carbonate layer formed on RA as shown in SEM results
effectively reduce the water absorption and improve the bulk and
apparent density of aggregate. Thus, the proposed modification
techniques seem promising for the performance enhancement in
terms of duration indexes of RA.

3.3 Proposed MICP treatment process for
RAC production

We constructed the RAC based on the above-mentioned
comparison of the effects on water absorption decrease and
improvement in bulk and apparent densities of treated RA. The
size of the RAC blocks was 10 cm × 10 cm × 10 cm, and a total of
9 blocks were prepared according to our desired research plan in
Section 2.5. Each of the three groups was set in parallel, and the
mechanical properties were observed by comparing the compressive
strength of the test blocks.

The development of the compressive strength of concrete at age
of 28 days made of RA exposed to dip or spray treatment was
determined as shown in Figure 7. It was found that for RAC made
of B6 dip-treated RA (5–10 mm), the compressive strength
increased ~16.7% as compared with the blank group. But for the
same treatment, when the size of RA was 10–20 mm, the increase in
the compressive strength of RAC was only ~8.9% as compared to
the blank group. This can be associated with the result of the higher
water absorption in larger sizes of RA as previously stated in
Section 3.1 and 3.2. Earlier Yu et al. (2019) also reported a
decrease in compressive strength with the increase in RA size.
In addition, the small particle size of RA may provide a larger
specific surface area, which is more suitable for the adhesion of
microorganisms followed by an increase in the compressive
strength of RAC.

It is worth mentioning that by use of B6 spray-treated RA of the
same size (5–10 mm), the compressive strength of RAC increased
~24.1% compared with the blank group, higher than the 16.7%
achieved by dip-treatment. The higher efficiency of spray treatment
can actually be explained by the above SEM result that more
substances were precipitated on RA under spray treatment. The
reason why spray treatment is superior to dip treatment is probably
that, compared with immersing aggregates totally under the water,
spraying allows bacterial cells growing on the surface of the
aggregates to acquire more oxygen from the air, thus achieving
higher respiration efficiency. This is good because a better result
can be obtained by using a lesser amount of microbes and nutrient
culture via spray treatment. Treatment of RA can be economized by
spraying bacterial culture onto the surface of RA at regular
intervals and thus achieving long-lasting concrete structures on
an industrial scale. Zhan et al. (2019) reported a ~32% increase in
the compressive strength of mortar containing recycled fine
aggregates and treated with MICP under different sources of
calcium. All the previous reported studies adopted different
experimental conditions and the overall efficiency of the MICP

FIGURE 7
Effect of (A) dip and (B) spray treatment on compressive strength of
recycled aggregates concrete (RAC). For all the samples, “JP” presents
dip treatment, “PL” presents spray treatment. The last letter S, Y, and J
presents blank (distilled water only), nutrient (nutrient solution only)
and mixed (nutrient + B6) group, respectively. 5–10 and 10–20 are the
size of RAC in millimeter (mm).
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on RAC depends on different factors, so the results are not
comparable. As our results and experimental programs are
novel, for reference we provide comprehensive information on
previously published literature on RA treated with MICP in
Table 6.

The approach adopted in this study holds more practical and
economic benefits, especially for developing infrastructure in a
seawater environment with spray-treated MICP RAC. It is evident
that the MICP modification via spray treatment has a beneficial
effect on the physical properties of RA and RAC. The development
of RAC through the suggested treatment method will help to reduce
the application of natural aggregates, decrease the overall cost and

protect the environment from the hazardous effects of the
construction industry. Furthermore, this approach can be
adopted to develop infrastructure in a sea environment, stream
restoration and reduced the carbon footprints of the construction
industry as shown in Figure 8.

The proposed treatment process in this study can be used as
a reference in engineering applications. However, due to the
limited influencing factors taken into consideration in this
study, whether the parameters reported here are optimal for
other experimental conditions might require further
verification. To meet the requirements of application in
engineering practice, it is essential to continue optimizing the

TABLE 6 Important findings from studies regarding MICP treatment on properties of RA and RAC.

Reporting
authors

Important experimental conditions Findings

Current study RA size (5–10 mm) and (10–20 mm) Reduction in water absorption ~19%

Bacillus sp. B6 (1 × 108 cells mL−1) Concrete samples incorporating treated RA had 24.1% increase in compressive strength

Dip and Spray techniques for bacterial introduction

Ouyang et al. (2022) RA size 4.75–9.5 mm Reduction in water absorption 10.60%

Bacillus pasteurii Increase in compressive strength 15%

Additional calcium source The RAC prepared from the treated RA and supplemented with 0.2 mol/L calcium ion shows
best mechanical properties

Zhan et al. (2019) RA size ≤0.15 mm Water absorption decreased from 4·35% to 2·62%

Sporosarcina pasteurii (2 × 109 cells mL−1) Mortar samples incorporating treated RA had 31·2% increase in compressive strength

Additional calcium sources i.e. calcium chloride and
calcium nitrate

Wang et al. (2021b) RA size 9.5–31.5 mm Reduction in water absorption by 33%

Bacillus mucilaginosus Increase in weight by 12%

Zhao et al. (2021) RA size 0.2–100 mm Increase in weight and decrease in water absorption of treated RA was approximately 4.83%
and 35.93% respectively

Sporosarcina pasteurii Increase in flexural strength of mortar specimen is 23.3%

Feng et al. (2020) RA size 0.2–100 mm Reduction in water absorption by 31.4%

Sporosarcina pasteurii Increase in flexural strength of mortar cast is 84.5% and compressive strength 14.3%
respectively

Additional calcium source

Singh et al. (2018) RA size 1–20 mm Reduction in water absorption (43% in non-ureolytic and 64% in ureolytic bacterial strain

Ureolytic bacteria, B. megaterium Performance of B. megaterium proved to be better for calcification

Non-ureolytic bacteria B. cohnii

Additional Nano silica

Wang et al. (2017) RA size 6–20 mm Increase in weight 2.5%
Decrease in water absorption 1%
Increase in compressive strength 16%Bacillus sphaericus

Zeng et al. (2019) RA size 10–20 mm
S. pasteurii
Additional calcium sources

Decrease in water absorption 10%

Increase in compressive strength 6.2%

Wu et al. (2018) RA size 5–10 mm and 10–20 mm
Bacillus pseudofirmus
Additional calcium sources

Reduction in water absorption 23%
Increase in compressive strength 35%
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proposed MICP treatment process under different environment
scenarios. For example, the current study proves that spraying
culture medium on the surface of RA instead of soaking the RA in
culture medium is more efficient and economical treatment
method. The indentification of bacteria with higher natural
MICP ability, cheaper nutrients, industrial wastewater
containing calcium sources and testing of proposed approaches
in changing environment is worth more in-depth exploration for
future studies.

4 Conclusion

With the development of the sustainable cement industry, the
self-healing properties of concrete have received widespread
attention. As such, current findings will help to revitalize the
construction industry by utilizing the self-healing RA to
produce RAC and minimize the load on natural aggregates.
Herein, the optimization of the MICP treatment process with
different nutrient sources for seawater environment was
achieved, improving the properties of RA. In particular, dip and
spray methods were employed to test the modification effects on
RA and RAC. Based on the experimental results, the following
conclusions can be summarized.

• The carbon and nitrogen sources in seawater environments were
optimized to cultivate bacteria with excellent growth ability that

can effectively facilitate the MICP process on RA in seaside
environments.

• The optimal nutrient sources of carbon and nitrogen were
detected as glucose (7 gL-1) and tryptone (5 gL-1) respectively.

• The physical properties of RA, treated with spray treatment are
significantly improved as compared to the untreated and dip
treatment, especially for aggregates with a smaller particle size
(5–10 mm). Visual observation with SEM elucidates micro
mechanism and the role of the MICP in treated RA.
Furthermore, the in-depth understanding of MICP process is
carried out via the elemental composition of precipitate with EDX.

• The results show that bacterial-treated RA supplemented with
nutrients via spray treatment significantly affects RAC’s
mechanical properties by improving compressive strength.

• Although this research provides a way forward for developing
sustainable RAC with microbial-treated RA. Still, efforts should
be made to identify the novel bacterial strains with higher MICP
and ensure the working of the proposed approach in different
environmental conditions. More studies should be planned to
achieve healing effectiveness on larger RA.
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